
Background

In 2013, FinCEN issued its first guidance categorically addressing the

regulation of certain virtual currency activities. Following the issuance of

this general guidance, virtual currency activities became more nuanced due

to industry maturation and the entrance of innovative service providers.

Additionally, FinCEN issued several administrative actions, provoking

questions and comments from industry participants. In response, FinCEN

issued new guidance summarizing its recent enforcement actions against

virtual currency actors and applying existing regulatory requirements to

discrete business models to educate the masses requesting regulatory

clarity.

 

FinCEN regulations impose several compliance obligations on money

services businesses (“MSBs”).  Generally, MSBs are required to register

with FinCEN, maintain AML compliance programs, file suspicious activity

reports and currency transaction reports, and comply with various record

keeping requirements. 

 

What Is A Money Services Business?

The definition of a Money Services Business includes several types of

businesses, including currency dealers or exchangers, sellers or redeemers

of stored value, and money transmitters, among others.
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In the 2013 Guidance, FinCEN defined money

transmission services to include:

the acceptance of currency, funds, or other

value that substitutes for currency from one

person and the transmission of currency,

funds, or other value that substitutes for

currency to another location or person by any

means.

 31 CFR § 1010.100 (ff)(5)(i)(A)) (emphasis

added).

 

The key phrase “other value that substitutes for

currency” is not limited or qualified, self-

imposing FinCEN with wide latitude to regulate

a host of virtual currency activities. Under this

definition of money transmission services, the

specific purpose of the cryptocurrency being

transmitted is immaterial Rather, the fact that

value is transmitted is sufficient.

 

Virtual Currency Businesses Required to

Register as an MSB

Given FinCEN’s broad definition of money

transmission services, what types of virtual

currency businesses might be required to

register as an MSB? In the 2019 Guidance,

FinCEN explicitly listed several types of virtual

currency activities categorized as money

transmission services.

 

 

1. P2P Exchangers

FinCEN’s guidance pays homage to its first ever

penalty assessed against a peer-to-peer virtual

currency exchanger, Eric Powers, who

conducted virtual currency transactions by

selling his crypto to individuals for cash. Such

peer-to-peer exchangers are engaged in the

business of selling convertible virtual currency

and must comply with Bank Secrecy Act ("BSA")

requirements unless the sales are made

infrequently and not for profit.

 

2. Virtual Currency Wallets

Virtual currency wallets are interfaces for storing

and transferring convertible virtual currencies

("CVCs") – e.g. mobile wallets, software wallets,

hardware wallets. To determine whether an

intermediary (such as a wallet provider) is an

MSB, FinCEN analyzes four factors: (1) who

owns the value; (2) where the value is stored;

(3) whether the owner of the crypto interacts

directly with the payment system where the

CVC runs; and (4) whether the person acting as

an intermediary has total independent control

over the value.

 

Hosted Wallet Providers

Hosted wallets are provided by centralized

entities such as exchanges, trading platforms,

and other service providers such that the wallet 
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is actually controlled by the service provider.

The hosted wallet provider typically can exercise

independent control over the value owned by its

customer and stored on its platform. For these

reasons, hosted wallet providers are money

services businesses and must comply with

varying due diligence requirements and anti-

money laundering obligations depending on the

nature of transactions conducted and the types

of wallet owners transacting through the wallet.

 

Unhosted, Single Signature Wallet Providers

Unhosted wallets include “software hosted on a

person’s computer, phone, or other

device that allow the person to store and

conduct transactions in CVC.” A user of this

type of wallet exercises complete and

independent control over the wallet and,

therefore, is not a money transmitter if only

using the wallet to purchase goods and

services. Similarly, the wallet provider is not a

money transmitter because the provider

exercises no control over the use of the wallet.

 

Multi-Sig Wallet Providers

Multi-sig wallets offer enhanced security by

requiring more than one provide key to transact

from the wallet: one from the wallet owner and

one from the wallet provider. 

Typically, this type of wallet provider will merely

provide the private key information to validate a

transaction upon the request of the wallet user.

In this scenario the wallet provider does not

actually accept and transmit value and does not

act as a money transmitter.

 

3. Virtual Currency Kiosks (e.g. Bitcoin

ATMs)

Owners and operators of virtual currency ATMs

which exchange convertible virtual currency

must register with FinCEN as an MSB. 

 

Interestingly, some states have taken an

alternative view. For example, Pennsylvania

does not consider virtual currency to fall within

its statutory definition of "currency." Therefore,

virtual currency businesses operating in

Pennsylvania generally do not need to apply for

a money transmission license.

 

4. Decentralized Applications (DApps)

Providing Money Transmission Services

A DApp is software program that operates on a

peer-to-peer network of computers such that it is

not controlled by a single person. One example

of this is the Kik app, a decentralized ecosystem

where users can transact, purchase, and sell

digital products and services for virtual currency.
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FinCEN applies the same regulatory

interpretation to DApps as it does to virtual

currency kiosks. Therefore, when a DApp

receives and sends virtual currency, the

definition of a money transmitter will apply to the

DApp and its owners/operators. 

 

5. Anonymity Enhanced CVC Transactions

According to the 2019 Guidance,

anonymizing service providers are considered

money transmitters under FinCEN regulations,

but those services or individuals merely

providing software to anonymize virtual currency

transactions are not considered money

transmitters. This is because an

anonymizing service actually accepts and

transmits value, whereas a provider of software

does not.

 

Under the “integral exemption” a person who

conducts money transmission services will be

exempt from registering as an MSB if the person

is conducting business other than money

transmission and money transmission is a

required function. 

 

In the case of virtual transaction anonymizers,

the added activity of hiding personal and 

financial information is not considered an activity

separate and distinct from money transmission.

Thus, a person that accepts, anonymizes, and

transmits value, must register as an MSB.

 

6. Creators of Anonymity Enhanced

Virtual Currencies

Various privacy coins exist in the marketplace

today - Monero, Zcash, Verge, Grin, and Beam

to name a few. Privacy coins typically use some

type of tumbler such as zksnarks or mimble

wimble to obscure certain information of those

who transact these virtual currencies.

 

Those who create or sell these coins, like those

that create or sell regular virtual currencies, may

be considered money transmitters. For example,

administrators of privacy coins become money

transmitters the moment they issue coins and

receive value. On the other hand, merely paying

for goods and services constitutes "User"

activities, which do not require MSB registration.

 

7. Money Transmitters that Accept or

Transmit Anonymity-Enhanced CVCs

If your business is a transmitter, you must

comply with FinCEN record keeping

regulations that require an MSB to maintain
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information related to certain transactions and

the name and address of the transmittor. Some

money transmitters who accept privacy coins

trace transaction history to ensure compliance

with AML laws. However, this may not be

sufficient, and in some cases transmitters must

also implement procedures to obtain the identity

of the transmittor or recipient of the value.

 

8. Payment Processing Services Involving

CVC Money Transmission

Virtual currency payment processors facilitate

the adoption of cryptocurrencies as a means of

payment by acting as financial intermediaries

between a customer and a business. These

service providers might accept crypto from the

customer and transmit the funds, in crypto or

fiat, to the business.

 

Virtual currency payment processors are

considered money transmitters and must

register as an MSB. Although an exemption

exists for payment processors, it offers no

protection to virtual currency payment

processors. This is because the exemption

requires, among other conditions, money

transmitters to operate, either in whole or in part,

through clearing and settlement systems that

only admit BSA-regulated financial institutions

as members.

9. CVC Money Transmission Performed

by Internet Casinos

Internet casinos and similar entities, such as

predictive markets, information markets,

decision markets, idea futures, and event

derivatives may be regulated as money

transmitters. If an entity satisfies FinCEN’s

regulatory definition for a casino, however, it will

not be required to register as an MSB even

where it accepts or transmits virtual currency.

 

Activities Exempt from Registration

The 2019 Guidance also provides examples of

certain activities that may be exempt from

registration under certain circumstances. These

activities include the following:

CVC Trading Platforms and Decentralized

Exchanges

ICOs

Fundraising or Hedging Activities

DApp Users Conducting Financial Activities

Mining Pools and Cloud Miners
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If you have questions about your virtual

currency business and compliance with

FinCEN regulations or state MSB laws,

contact Bull Blockchain Law, LLC.

 

tyler@bullblockchainlaw.com

www.bullblockchainlaw.com 

http://www.bullblockchainlaw.com/

